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Anterior Cerebral Artery Emboli in Combined Intravenous and Intra-arterial rtPA Treatment of Acute Ischemic Stroke in the IMS I and II Trials

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Anterior cerebral artery (ACA) emboli may occur before or during fibrinolytic revascularization of middle cerebral artery (MCA) and internal carotid artery (ICA) T occlusions. We sought to determine the incidence and effect of baseline and new embolic ACA occlusions in the Interventional Management of Stroke (IMS) studies.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: Case report forms, pretreatment and posttreatment arteriograms, and CTs from 142 subjects entered into IMS I & II were reviewed to identify subjects with baseline ACA occlusion, new ACA emboli occurring during fibrinolysis, subsequent CT-demonstrated infarction in the ACA distribution, and to evaluate global and lower extremity motor clinical outcome.

RESULTS: During M1/M2 thrombolysis procedures, new ACA embolus occurred in 1 of 60 (1.7%) subjects. Baseline distal emboli were identified in 3 of 20 (15%) T occlusions before intra-arterial (IA) treatment, and new posttreatment distal ACA emboli were identified in 3 subjects. At 24 hours, 8 (32%) T occlusions demonstrated CT-ACA infarct, typically of small volume. Infarcts were less common following sonography microcatheter-assisted thrombolysis compared with standard microcatheter thrombolysis (P = .05). Lower extremity weakness was present in 9 of 10 subjects with ACA embolus/infarct at 24 hours. The modified Rankin 0 to 2 outcomes were achieved in 4 of 25 (16%) subjects with T occlusion overall, but in 0 of 10 subjects with distal ACA embol or ACA CT infarcts (P = .07).

CONCLUSIONS: With IV/IA recombinant tissue plasminogen activator treatment for MCA emboli, new ACA emboli are uncommon events. Distal ACA emboli during T-occlusion thrombolysis are not uncommon, typically lead to small ACA-distribution infarcts, and may limit neurologic recovery.

Distal arterial emboli may be sequelae of intravenous (IV) and intra-arterial (IA) fibrinolysis of the middle cerebral artery (MCA) and distal internal carotid artery (ICA) “T” occlusions as the initial thrombus fragments.1 Distal emboli may result in reduction of collateral blood flow and new infarctions that affect neurologic outcome. The clinical significance of secondary distal emboli liberated during therapeutic recanalization of MCA and ICA T occlusions has not been analyzed. It is intuitive that different paradigms of revascularization may have different effects on the creation and clinical effect of such emboli in the anterior cerebral artery (ACA). To better understand these effects, we examined the prevalence of ACA territory emboli (primary and secondary) and infarctions and correlated these with clinical outcomes in subjects with MCA and ICA T occlusions treated with combined IV and IA fibrinolysis in the Interventional Management of Stroke (IMS) I and II studies.

Materials and Methods
A cohort of combined IV and IA cases were reviewed from the IMS I and II studies. The IMS I trial was an 80-subject, 17-center, open-labeled, single-arm pilot study to investigate the feasibility and safety of combined IV and IA recombinant tissue plasminogen activator (rtPA) treatment of ischemic strokes.2 IMS II was a 73-subject continuation of IMS I, with the additional intention of treating appropriate occlusions with an IA microcatheter infusing the rtPA while delivering a low-intensity sonography within the thrombus to accelerate thrombolysis.3,4

In brief, subjects with acute ischemic stroke defined by a baseline National Institutes of Health Stroke Scale (NIHSS) score ≥10 were enrolled within 3 hours of the onset of symptoms and treated with IV rtPA at a reduced dose (0.6 mg/kg over 30 minutes with 15% of the dose given as an initial bolus). They were then taken immediately to the neuroangiography suite for endovascular therapy. If a thrombus was identified within a cerebral artery, IA treatment with up to 22 mg of IA rtPA was administered through a microcatheter placed in the thrombus. Control cerebral angiograms were performed every 15 minutes. In IMS I, manipulation of the thrombus by advancement or retraction of the microcatheter or microguidewire was allowed at each 15-minute control angiogram. In IMS II, the sonography microcatheter was to be placed into the proximal aspect of the thrombus, with no manipulation of the guidewire, but incrementally advanced as thrombolysis was demonstrated on subsequent control arteriograms.

 Determination of ACA Territory Occlusions and Infarctions
Case report form data, pretreatment and posttreatment arteriograms, and 24-hour CT scans for 142 IMS I and II subjects with anterior circulation ischemia were reviewed to identify emboli and infarctions in the ACA territory. In subjects with M1 or M2 occlusion, preexisting ACA emboli and postfibrinolysis ACA emboli were recorded. In subjects with ICA T occlusion and absent filling of the ipsilateral A1 segment, contrast injection into the opposite carotid artery was examined for cross-filling through the anterior communicating artery.
and emboli in the A2 segment or distal ACA. Preexisting ACA emboli and postfibrinolysis ACA emboli were recorded, as well as time-to-IA treatment. Case report forms were also reviewed to determine 3-month clinical outcome on the basis of the modified Rankin Scores (mRS), as well as contralateral lower extremity weakness (item 6 of the NIHSS). Complete rates of recanalization (grade 3) of the primary arterial occlusive lesion (AOL) were recorded, and perfusion of the distal MCA was graded by a modified thrombolysis in cerebral infarction (TICI) score. TICI perfusion was graded as no perfusion (grade 0); perfusion past initial obstruction, but limited distal branch flow (grade 1); perfusion of one half or more of the original distribution of the occluded artery (grade 2); and normal perfusion or flow through all segments (grade 3).

**Statistical Analysis**

Secondary posttreatment embolic occlusions and CT-demonstrated cerebral infarctions in the territory of the ACA were correlated with clinical outcome and treatment paradigm (standard microcatheter treatment in IMS I and II versus the use of a sonography microcatheter [EKOS, Bothell, Wash] in IMS II). Clinical outcome was assessed according to the mRS, with a good clinical outcome being a mRS of 0 to 2. In the ICA T-occlusion group, subgroup analysis was also performed on the basis of the presence or absence of hemodynamically significant occlusive disease of the ipsilateral extracranial ICA (occlusion or >70% stenosis). The significance of each association was tested with $\chi^2$ analysis, where $P = .05$ is considered a significant relationship.

**Results**

**Prevalence of ACA Occlusions before IA Treatment**

ACA occlusions were identified on baseline arteriograms in 32 of 142 (22.5%) subjects. Isolated ACA emboli were identified in 2 (1.4%). ACA emboli in combination with MCA emboli occurred in 5 (3.5%) subjects.

ICA T occlusion with ipsilateral A1 occlusion was identified in 25 (17.9%) subjects. Of 25 ICA T occlusions, 21 (84%) had imaging of the opposite carotid artery allowing evaluation of the distal (A2 or beyond) ACA on the side of the ICA T occlusion. A total of 20 of 21 (95.2%) subjects exhibited cross-filling. Where cross-filling was present, distal ACA emboli in the A2 segment or beyond were identified in 3 of 21 (14%) T occlusions before IA treatment. Eight subjects with T occlusions had concurrent cervical ICA stenosis >70% (n = 7) or occlusion (n = 1). No angioplasty or stent placement was performed in these 8 subjects.

**CT Infarcts and Clinical Outcome of ACA Occlusions after IA Treatment**

Of 2 isolated A2 emboli on baseline arteriograms, 1 was treated intra-arterially, and 1 was not. Both exhibited small 24-hour CT infarct, but both achieved 0 to 2 outcomes on mRS. Of 5 A2–3 occlusions with MCA occlusion treatment, no ACA local treatment was administered. MCA occlusion of 3 of 5 subjects was treated with IA rtPA, and all 3 subjects exhibited small CT-ACA infarcts at 24 hours, achieving mRS of 2, 4, and 6 at 3 months.

During M1/M2 thrombolysis procedures, a new ACA embolus occurred in 1 of 60 (1.7%) subjects, with ACA infarction on CT at 24 hours (Fig 1).

During ICA T-occlusion thrombolysis, complete recanalization of the ICA segment (allowing evaluation of distal antegrade flow for distal embolization) occurred in 15 (60%) subjects, with normal A1 segment flow in 11 (44%), and partial A1 patency with flow in 3 (12%), in addition to 36% TICI II distal MCA perfusion (Table). New posttreatment distal ACA emboli (A2 or more distal) were subsequently identified in 3 of 20 (15%) subjects, all of whom had complete recanalization of the ICA and A1 segment. There were 2 of 3 new emboli in the ICA stenosis or occlusion group. Time to IA treatment was similar in the ACA emboli group (both pretreatment and posttreatment, n = 6) compared with the non-ACA embolus (n = 19) group.

Four subjects with grade 0 or grade 1 recanalization (no perfusion) did not have the opposite ICA injected after the procedure, so the A2 or distal emboli could not be identified. One subject exhibited a CT-ACA infarct (Fig 2D).

At 24 hours, 8 (32%) ICA T CT-ACA occlusions demonstrated CT-ACA infarct, typically of small volume (Fig 2). None were judged due to cingulate herniation. Infarcts were pure cortical, subjacent white matter and internal borderzone, with or without direct continuity with MCA distribution infarcts. Infarcts were demonstrated in 2 of 3 subjects with baseline distal emboli, and 2 of 3 subjects with new emboli. Of the remaining 4 infarcts, 3 occurred without angiographic identification of emboli, and 1 occurred in a subject with no baseline cross-filling and no recanalization. CT-demonstrated ACA infarcts were less common after MicroLysUS-assisted thrombolysis (EKOS) (n = 9) in IMS II, compared with standard microcatheter thrombolysis in IMS I and IMS II (P = .05). Good 3-month clinical outcomes (mRS 0–2) were achieved in 4 of 25 (16%) T-occlusion subjects, but in none of the 10 subjects with distal ACA emboli or CT-ACA infarcts (P = .07). Of 10 subjects with ACA emboli or CT-ACA infarct, 9 exhibited contralateral lower extremity weakness on Item 6 of the NIHSS at 24 hours. Of 5 surviving subjects, 4 exhibited contralateral leg weakness at 3 months.

Of the 4 subjects without injection of the opposite ICA allowing demonstration of the A2 segment on the involved side, one Rankin 2 outcome was achieved, and that was in the absence of an ACA-distribution CT infarct.

**Discussion**

New emboli introduced into the ACA have been infrequently reported with IV or IA fibrinolysis. With M1 or M2 occlusion, fragmentation with new emboli into the distal MCA may occur as a by-product of recanalization of the proximal occlusion. Our review of ACA embolization in IMS I and II confirms that ACA emboli after MCA thrombolysis are indeed uncommon, with only 1 occurrence in 60 (1.7%) subjects with M1 or M2 occlusions treated with combined IV and IA therapy. No new ACA emboli were reported in 120 treated subjects in the PROACT II study, in which no catheter or microguide-wire thrombus manipulation of the MCA occlusion was allowed. The MERCI study, which examined recanalization with a new mechanical device with or without an adjuvant IA thrombolytic, reported 3 new ACA emboli in 80 (3.8%) subjects with MCA occlusion. Similar embolic complications have been reported after balloon angioplasty. Additional reports have even suggested that IV tPA may be a safe alternative to mechanical thrombectomy.
and efficacious treatment technique for the small distal fragments involving the MCA divisions. The relatively low occurrence of ACA emboli after combined IV and IA treatment of MCA occlusions in the IMS paradigm, compared with the higher prevalence seen with these more aggressive methods of revascularization, suggests that mechanical manipulation may play a part in the production of ACA emboli.

Identification of additional new emboli during ICA T-occlusion therapy further suggests that mechanical manipulation may play a part in the production of ACA emboli.

Standard microcatheter-based fibrinolysis protocol allowed manipulation of the thrombus at 15-inch intervals with advancement or retraction of the microcatheter and manipulation of the microguidewire. Although this reduced identification of an ACA embolus may be a function of some intrinsic advantage of sonography-assisted thrombolysis, such as quicker or more complete thrombolysis, it may also reflect a disadvantage of more aggressive thrombus manipulation in creating ACA emboli.

No previous report of ICA T occlusion has detailed the prevalence of pre-existing ACA emboli, or new distal emboli during treatment. Successful mechanical thrombus manipulation of distal ICA occlusions has been emphasized, recognizing the potential for distal embolizations, but their incidence was not recorded. Arnold reported IA treatment of 24 ICA T occlusions but only addressed recanalization of the A1

---

| Analysis of recanalization and clinical outcomes of ICA T occlusions in IMS 1 and II |
|---------------------------------------------|------------------|-----------------|-----------------|---------------------|
| **Thrombolytic** | **N** | **Cross-filling** | **Complete Recanalization (Grade 3)** | **TICI Perfusion (Grades 2,3)** | **New ACA Embolus** | **CT Infarct** | **R 0–2** |
| IV + IA rtPA | 25 | 20/21 (95.2%) | 3/20 (15%) | 15/25 (60%) | 9/25 (36%) | 3/20 (15%) | 8/25 (32%) | 4/25 (16%) |

**Note:**—ACA indicates anterior cerebral artery; R 0–2, modified Rankin scores; IV + IA, intravenous and intra-arterial; rtPA, recombinant tissue plasminogen activator; TICI, Thrombolysis in Cerebral Infarction score.
segment, without providing details regarding distal ACA emboli. Zaidat compared IV and IA to IA thrombolytic treatment for distal ICA occlusions in 18 patients but did not focus on distal ACA occlusive changes or CT-ACA infarcts.

Prognostic factors affecting long-term outcome after thrombolytic therapy include age, severity of the stroke, location of emboli, time to treatment, and rates of recanalization. Recent focused analysis has shown that leptomeningeal collateralization correlates strongly with long-term outcome in acute ischemic stroke. ACA emboli with ICA T occlusion can affect outcome not only by causing new infarcts superimposed on the typically large deep and MCA distribution infarct (Fig 2A–E), but also by reducing collateral flow, shifting or enlarging the infarct borderzone (Fig 2F–H). Besides supplying ischemic tissue with blood, Caplan suggested that collateral blood flow may allow greater exposure to the thrombolytic drug and clearance of thrombus fragments during fibrinolysis, both of which may be presumably compromised in the event of showering distal emboli to the ACA. Furthermore, besides providing blood to external borderzone territories, Bisschops reported that unilateral ICA occlusions with collateral blood flow through the anterior communicating artery demonstrated a significant reduction in volume and prevalence of internal borderzone infarctions compared with the absence of collateral flow through the anterior communicating artery. We believe that the demonstration of cross-filling in 20 of 21 of our subjects with T occlusions, with subsequent small ACA infarcts, may be a confirmatory reflection of the importance of collateral circulation.

This analysis also suggests clinically significant effects of ACA emboli with treatment of ICA T occlusions, despite the small sizes of the infarcts at 24 hours. Nine of 10 subjects with ACA emboli or infarct exhibited leg weakness at 24 hours, as did 4 of 5 surviving to 3 months. No good outcomes were attained in the subjects with ACA emboli or infarcts. Despite the small size of some ACA infarcts, they can be quite devastating to functional status, particularly when combined with MCA infarcts. Paralysis of the contralateral leg and associated immobility can severely impair recovery and contributes to complications of stroke including pneumonia and pulmonary thromboembolism. Neuropsychologic dysfunction including dysexecutive syndromes, akinetic mutism, altered control of the sphincter, and amotivational syndromes can lead to severe disability even in the presence of a motor recovery.

The high incidence of lower extremity neurologic deficit and the absence of good outcomes in the presence of an ACA embolus or infarct make it reasonable to suggest that ACA emboli should be avoided whenever possible, unless some other clear clinical benefit can be shown to accrue in concert with their production during a revascularization procedure, or with a particular revascularization paradigm. Although distal emboli have correlated with worse clinical outcome elsewhere, ACA emboli may be less significant than failure of timely restoration of blood flow in influencing the Rankin outcome score. The demonstration of absence, hypoplasia, or occlusion of the anterior communicating artery on pretreatment angiograms, with the absence of collateral flow from the contralateral ACA under these conditions, may decrease the negative impact of production of distal embolizations to the ACA territory, but only 1 such instance was identified in our population.

The small size of ACA infarcts at 24 hours is notable, despite the absence of cross-filling in 1 subject. We hypothesize that the combined therapy paradigm, with early administra-

Fig 2. Single 24-hour CT images from each of 8 subjects demonstrates ICA T occlusion with infarcts in the ACA distribution. Infarcts were all of small volume, located in the ACA cortical areas (A, B), cortical with subjacent white matter and internal borderzone areas (C–E), or in continuity with larger MCA infarct demonstration (F–H).
tion of IV rtPA maintaining or creating collateral flow, while lysing some small distal emboli, may, in fact, be responsible for limiting the volume of the infarct. Comparison of an untreated control group of patients with proved ICA T occlusion, as well as with those treated by other methods (an analysis in progress), would be required to substantiate that hypothesis further.

Conclusions

With IV and IA rtPA treatment for MCA emboli in IMS I and IMS II, new ACA emboli were uncommon events. Distal ACA emboli during fibrinolysis of an ICA T occlusion are more common, typically leading to small ACA–distribution infarcts. Distal ACA infarcts may be less frequent with sonography-assisted thrombolysis. ICA-T occlusion with distal ACA emboli seems to adversely affect neurologic recovery. Observations and results reported here may pertain to combined IV and IA therapy only, but attention to these occurrences in future trial analysis may allow comparisons with other treatment paradigms.
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